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Abstract
The Stanford Wireless Analysis Tool (SWAT) is a software tool for
characterizing wireless networks. It runs automated, user-configurable
measurement experiments on any given mesh network and collects
per-packet and per-node statistics. SWAT distills these statistics
into a handful of metrics such as temporal and spatial correlation
of packet receptions. These metrics help users understand how dif-
ferent protocols, such as opportunistic routing and network coding,
behave in a given network. Understanding why a protocol behaves
the way it does will improve future protocol design as well as allow
existing protocols to be fine-tuned to a specific environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2 [Computer Systems Or-
ganization]: Computer-Communication Networks.
General Terms: Measurement, Performance, Design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless protocol design is notoriously difficult. This is espe-

cially true with open-spectrum technologies such as 802.11b/g/n,
Bluetooth, and 802.15.4, all of which share the 2.4GHz band with
cordless phones, microwaves, and other consumer devices. While
these technologies are inexpensive and therefore ubiquitous, their
RF environments tend to be complex, interference-heavy, and hard
to tackle with clean analytical approaches or simulations.

Researchers have addressed this challenge by deploying, testing,
and evaluating protocols on indoor and outdoor testbeds [1, 2, 6].
Deployments demonstrate that a protocol can work in practice, but
results are difficult to generalize. Protocol comparison is especially
subjective to the testbed environment and results are not consistent.

To explain variations, deployment studies typically report high-
level network properties such as a connectivity graph, reception ra-
tios, average hop count, and average node degree. This information
is valuable but it does not capture many of the changes a network
experiences. We believe that measuring and reporting low-level
link dynamics along with the high-level properties can help us un-
derstand these vagaries in protocol performance.

For example, immediate retransmissions will have different per-
formance on two links that have the same packet reception ratio
(PRR) but have different durations of correlated reception. If a link
has uncorrelated reception over time, i.e a packet’s fate is inde-
pendent of all other packets’ fates, then retransmitting immediately
after a failure is fine. However, if another link has the same PRR
but highly correlated reception, the immediate retransmission af-
ter a failure is also likely to fail. The Stanford Wireless Analysis
Tool (SWAT) can measure the high-level PRR metric as well as
low-level properties such as reception correlation.

System malfunctions and software misbehaviors do lead to in-
consistent protocol performance. The goal of SWAT is not to help

identify such bugs. Jigsaw [3] is a network monitoring tool that
uses passive radio monitors in a network to provide a global view-
point to understand network performance inefficiencies. SWAT’s
purpose is rather to measure environment-specific properties of links
and nodes in a network. SWAT uses active experiments on the net-
work to do the measurements and requires no extra equipment. The
goals of SWAT and Jigsaw are complementary and can coexist in
the same network.

2. SWAT
The Stanford Wireless Analysis Tool (SWAT) allows network re-

searchers to measure and analyze various network characteristics.
SWAT works by running packet transactions between all transmit-
receive pairs in a network and measuring various link level metrics.
Those include packet reception ratio (PRR) distribution, link asym-
metry, signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), node degree, network diameter,
and temporal and spatial correlations in packet reception.

SWAT provides a user interface for configuring and running mea-
surements and for visualizing the collected data. SWAT uses a se-
rial or Ethernet back-channel to gather data. Users specify the IP
addresses or machine names along with the other experiment con-
figuration parameters such as the number of packets, inter-packet
interval, data rate, and transmission power level. The demo release
of SWAT will support both 802.11b and 802.15.4.

SWAT for 802.11b is implemented as part of Click [4]. Every
node sends broadcast packets and every receiver logs packet statis-
tics locally. As the experiment progresses, SWAT displays, in real-
time, which node is transmitting and which nodes are receiving
packets. At the end of every node’s transmissions, SWAT retrieves
these logs from all the receivers and stores them in a database.
Upon completion of an experiment, SWAT computes all the metrics
from the collected data and generates a report. The report includes
a summary of the metrics along with the detailed plots showing the
relationship between metrics.

SWAT’s experiment and metric calculation modules are open and
available for the users to modify and extend. The experimental
database can be retrieved for a later study and can be shared with
other users.

3. SWAT IMPACT
The metrics that SWAT computes give insights into how proto-

cols perform in a network. In this section, we briefly show how
β, reception’s temporal correlation metric and ρ, reception’s inter-
receiver correlation metric tell us how MAC and opportunistic rout-
ing protocols perform. Table 1 shows β and ρ values and their
meanings.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the complementary cumulative dis-
tribution functions (CCDFs) of β for Roofnet, an outdoor 802.11



Metric Description
β=0 independent reception over time
β >0 positive reception correlation [success (failure) follows

success (failure)]
β <0 negative reception correlation [failures follow successes

and vice versa]
ρ=0 reception at receivers are independent
ρ >0 positive inter-receiver correlation [success (failure) at

one receiver implies likely success (failure) at the other]
ρ <0 negative inter-receiver correlation [success (failure) at

one receiver implies likely failure (success) at the other]

Table 1: Understanding β and ρ.

testbed. While about 70% of the 11Mbps roofnet links are highly
temporally correlated with a β > 0.8, less than 10% of the 1Mbps
roofnet links are equally correlated. The plot also shows that as
the inter-packet interval (IPI) increases, a link’s β decreases; pack-
ets seperated farther in time are more independent. These plots are
representative of other 802.11b data rates and transmission power
levels, that are not shown here for brevity.
β has implications to MAC protocols and retransmission poli-

cies. On links with highly temporally correlated reception, upon a
success, sending more packets back-to-back is more beneficial than
sending packets as they arrive. Likewise, immediately retransmit-
ting after a failure is wasteful on highly correlated links. Setting
the backoff interval based on β can reduce the average number of
transmissions per node by about 15% [7].

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the CCDFs of ρ for the roofnet and
SWAN testbeds. The SWAN testbed is an indoor testbed in the
Computer Science building of Stanford Univeristy. While 90% of
all the roofnet receiver pairs are independent (with ρ = 0), only 40%
of SWAN receiver pairs are independent.
ρ has implications to opportunistic routing protocols. Oppor-

tunistic routing protocols assume inter-receiver reception indepen-
dence [2, 5]. We use the anypath ETX ratio as a measure of how
bad the ETX estimate is when assuming reception independence;
an ETX ratio of 0 means that the estimate is same as the actual
ETX, > 0 means that the estimate is an under-estimate and < 0 is
an over-estimate.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) plot the anypath ETX ratio against the av-
erage of ρ’s of all the receiver pairs in the anypath. As the average
ρ increases the anypath ETX ratio also increases; when many re-
ceivers have correlated reception, path diversity decreases and so
opportunistic routing does not benefit from such receivers.

4. DISCUSSION
As shown in Section 3, SWAT metrics give us insight into pro-

tocol performance. These metrics also give insights into tuning
existing protocols according to the environment to improve pro-
tocol efficiency. In addition, SWAT measurements will ensure a
common basis for comparing protocols. In the future, we hope that
researchers will include SWAT metrics in their protocol evaluations
to clearly describe testbed characteristics.
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(a) 1Mbps Roofnet
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(b) 11Mbps Roofnet

Figure 1: β for Roofnet. 1Mbps links have mostly low β’s while
11Mbps links have high β’s.
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(b) 11Mbps SWAN (Indoor)
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(c) 1Mbps Roofnet
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(d) 11Mbps SWAN (Indoor)

Figure 2: ρ and opportunistic routing. @1Mbps, none of the
Roofnet receivers have reception dependent on reception at
other receivers. @11Mbps, about 5% of the SWAN receivers
have dependent reception. As the average ρ of all receiver pairs
in an anypath increases, the anypath ETX ratio also increases;
if many receiver pairs have correlated reception, the anypath
ETX estimate (assuming independent receivers) and the actual
anypath ETX are very different.
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